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Good Luck Charms, Lucky Totems and Meaning of their Powers

We all wonder on what is the Lucky Totem or how to get your Own Good luck charm, and here are some
myth and legend for the most popular lucky charms and amulets

July 24, 2009 - PRLog -- Lucky Elephant:

Symbol of Wisdom, Luck, Loyalty. The Elephant considered a STRONG Symbol of LUCK - keep a lucky
elephant with you to protect from bad luck and to stimulate good luck for all times. The elephant is
probably the MOST POSITIVE Animal Symbol known. The elephant attains old age and with it, wisdom.
They are highly revered for their strength and power.

Lucky Rabbit: 

Rabbit is a Symbol of quick thinking, fertility and strengthening intuition. The rabbit was one of the
favorite animals of the Greek goddess of love, Aphrodite. Being a symbol of fertility, the Rabbit is very
beneficial to woman. The rabbit is Very Lucky in LOVE. As well it helps overcome fears. The Rabbit
survives by its wits and is a quick thinker. This can remind us to move forward despite our fears and use
our intuition to get through difficult situations. If you see Rabbit or in any way feel attracted to him, it may
be telling you to wait for the forces of the universe to start moving again, to stop worrying and to get rid of
your fears. It always indicates a need to re-evaluate the process you are undergoing, to rid yourself of any
negative feelings or barriers, and to be more humble. Rabbit used in many coulters as Strong Good Luck
Symbol.

Alway more Information and content at http://www.BestAmulets.com

Lucky Pig:

Pig is Symbol of Prosperity, Good Luck, Wealth and Money. Native American Indians recognize the pig as
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a symbol of the abundance of daily life and believe that it teaches us to celebrate life and share it with
others. Many of You recognize that most Coin Bank Boxes comes as Piggy Pig, as PIG is a Emblem of
Keeping your Money Safe and keeping the Flow of Money coming your way. The pig is a strong symbol of
luck. If you need more luck in financial matters, the pig provides prosperity in abundance.

Butterfly Meaning and Legend:

The Butterfly is a universal symbol for intense transformation for the better. Some say that the butterfly
represents the spirit or the essence of the individual: the Soul. Butterflies are generally symbols of
transformation because they go through a metamorphosis. They are beautiful, evasive, and, at times,
inspiring. Your unconscious mind may be pointing out the most positive part of yourself or another. If
Butterfly is your Power Animal or if you feel in any way attracted to it, this means you are ready to undergo
some kind of transformation - you should Whisper your secret wish to a Butterfly and it will carry your
desire to Great Spirit to be granted. Having given this sweet creature to the Universe, your wishes will be
fulfilled in return . And so the Butterfly is a potent symbol of rebirth and renewal, particularly of the
spiritual self. In world mythology, the Butterfly represents variously the journey of the spirit from life to
life, the physical form of the soul searching for a new incarnation. In some legends the butterfly is the
bringer of sleep and dreams, in others the symbol of feminine fertility and the bringer of children. It Also
relates to Love relationships. If you feel that you Life needs a Change, whether its Love, Money or Family
Situations, then you should Definitely get one as a Good Luck Totem.

Lucky Dolphin:

Dolphins are among the most intelligent creatures on Planet Earth. They have dwelled in all the oceans of
the Planet for over 3 million years. They are some of the largest creatures Earth's history has ever known.
They have captured the imaginations of countless Human cultures and individuals. It is also believed that
dolphins possess a sophisticated language, and countless examples indicate that they can transmit
information from one individual to individual. For dolphins were seen messengers for the Gods, and were
closely associated with Poseidon's daughters, the Nereids, the goddess of love Aphrodite, the heroine
Galatea and the music-loving sun God, Apollo. It is highly ironic and disturbing that these gentle creatures,
who continue demonstrate unconditional friendship and trust and touch the lives of millions all over the
world, are among some of the most endangered mammals in the world. There are some many Life Stories,
where Dolphins saved lifes of Human Kind. Keep this Lucky Totem with You to Save your Self in
Unexpected Situations.

Lucky Frog:

Frog is symbol of Joy and Luck . For many centuries, Frog has been a Symbol of Abundance, partly due to
the very large number of eggs it lays at one time. It has been used as amulet and talisman. Many cultures
believed Frog brings Good Luck to their home. In China Frog is Considered as God of Wealth, and they
strongly believe in this legend, by keeping one close. If you are about to experience a change in your
current stage of life, you can learn from the frog. Frog totems can also provide Very Powerful Protection
for children and have been known to give good dreams.

For more of interesting and valuable information, please visit http://www.BestAmulets.com

# # #

New Age Store offers Unique and One of the Kind Jewelry, Gemstone Gifts, Feng Shui Items, Evil Eye
Protection Charms and Natural Crystals. Visit us at http://www.BestAmulets.com and enjoy largest online
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selection of amulets and talismans.

--- End ---
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